
 

AUTOMATIC GATES ALL WE WANT IS THE MOTOR 
 

‘All we want are the operators, can you supply & install them?’ Yes we could and 

the summary in each estimate shows our break down for guidance with the option of 

any parts ordered alone if required and agreed. 

 

 
 

The problem is not such a request, but the consequence of it and the owner’s probable 

need for system reliability and to use us, as the system maintainer? 

 

Our industry has been subject to more and more legal concerns and in the last few 

years there have been more serious accidents involving automatic gate systems. 

Tragically the cause of some deaths have been suspect design and installations that 

were driven by poor judgment and inadequate budget. Man slaughter judgements have 

now been issued, following the death of a young children, with more likely. 

 

            
 

Cases have yet to go to court and since Oct 2012 the H&SE can now charge for their 

investigation! And although known mainly for commercial investigations they do 

undertake domestic cases when a serious incident has accrued or likelihood reported. 

 

The H&SE safety notices take a view on the continued safe operation of all power 

operated systems. As an ‘in situ machine’ the legal body responsible of drawing up a 

suitable maintenance programme to insure safe operation is the machine's 



manufacture. This title is no longer that of the equipment supplier, but that of the 

party responsible for the design and installation of the whole machine (the gates, 

piers, motors, controls, equipment and all associated parts. Drive surface, stops, locks, 

etc. just about everything that has an effect on the system’s operation. 

 

With this in mind, just installing the motors, is far from what is really needed so that a 

safe installation and machine is installed. 

 

         
 

Who would provide and agree the required maintenance plan? And not just for the 

system as designed, but all that is actually installed and commissioned (most end 

users/customers change their mind between the start of an installation and the finished 

product, and all charges will need to be suitably allowed for within the risk 

assessment and support plan) 

 

  
 

I am sorry if this sounds harsh, it is not meant to and if we can, we will help in any 

way that we are allowed too. 

 

Every system has to have an up-to-date technical file with CE marking and system 

manuals to suit. All work and parts used, repaired & maintained must be filed. All 

correspondence with each owner of the system and other associated parties, 

recommendations, supply only records and safety risk detail must be kept. 

 

Everyday the thought of adding a motor or operator onto an existing gate starts a 

process most people do not consider and some do not realise until it is too late! 
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